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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel physical beam sharing1

system to use few radio-frequency (RF) chains to support more2

users. The concept of beam sharing is to design a beam pattern3

to simultaneously benefit all users. In this proposed system,4

every user can receive a number of data streams equal to the5

number of RF chains at the base station (BS) and achieve full6

multiplexing gain. A special design example is that the BS can7

support multiple users simultaneously even with only one RF8

chain. As a result, the computational and hardware costs of the9

BS can be significantly reduced due to the decreased RF chains10

in deploying a dense communications network. We first derive11

beamforming designs for this proposed system in a MISO channel12

with one data stream. Then, the results are further extended to13

MIMO channels with multiple data streams. Simulation results14

show that the proposed schemes with the derived solutions15

outperform conventional systems in several interested parameter16

settings, and have advantages in terms of fairness and complexity17

compared with NOMA (non-orthogonal multiple access) systems.18

Moreover, we also implemented 28 GHz hardware platforms with19

an 8 × 8 antenna array to verify the feasibility and advantages20

of the proposed schemes as well as measure the resulting beam21

patterns. The over-the-air (OTA) testings validate the concept of22

the proposed physical beam sharing and show that it outperforms23

conventional physical beamforming schemes.24

Index Terms— 5G, beyond 5G, 6G, beam sharing, physical25

beamforming, hybrid precoding, MU-MIMO system, millimeter26

wave, over-the-air, OTA testing, beam pattern measurement.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

PHYSICAL (analog) beamforming plays important roles to29

overcome severe path-loss in millimeter wave (mmWave)30

communications in the 5G and incoming 6G communications31

systems [1], [2]. In particular, hybrid beamforming/precoding32

systems that combine analog and digital beamforming have33

been extensively studied in recent years to reduce cost and34

power consumption. Unlike the traditional fully-digital MIMO35

precoding systems [3], in which many expensive RF chains36

are needed when large-scale antenna array is applied, the37

hybrid precoding technique can leverage between cost and38
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data rate and has become a promising solution in 5G/6G 39

communications. 40

The less costly hybrid precoders were proved to reach 41

comparable performance as the fully-digital precoders [4]–[8]. 42

Hybrid precoders for single-user (SU) systems were studied 43

in [4], [9]–[13]. For hybrid precoding in multiuser (MU) sys- 44

tems, research has also been conducted in [5]–[8], [14]–[16]. 45

More specifically, the authors in [5] proposed a heuristic MU 46

hybrid precoding with one data stream that can attain the 47

performance of fully-digital beamforming and then modified 48

it to be more realistic, where only finite resolution phase 49

shifters (PSs) can be used. The study in [6] considered 50

MU-MIMO channels and aimed at optimizing the system 51

with limited channel feedback. However, each user was lim- 52

ited to receive one data stream. The study in [7] designed 53

a hybrid transceiver system based on the combination of 54

the Tomlinson–Harashima precoding and the block-diagonal 55

geometric mean decomposition, which can improve the per- 56

formance of sum rate and error rate. The authors in [15] 57

provided a weighted-based hybrid precoding scheme with 58

architecture only utilizing switches and inverters. For reducing 59

hardware cost and power consumption in massive MU-MIMO 60

systems, the authors in [16] developed efficient algorithms 61

with finite-alphabet precodings in the low-resolution digital- 62

to-analog converters (DACs) system. Besides, for orthog- 63

onal frequency-division multiplexing based (OFDM-based) 64

systems, the authors in [8] designed hybrid precodings for 65

single-user multiple-input multiple-output (SU-MIMO) and 66

multiuser multiple-input single-output (MU-MISO) systems, 67

where heuristic hybrid precoding design was proposed, and 68

the study in [14] proposed a wideband hybrid precoder for 69

downlink multiuser massive MIMO system, where minimum 70

total transmit power was considered. 71

From the discussion above, in current hybrid precoding 72

MU-MIMO schemes, each user receives data from dedicated 73

data streams, and the analog precoder tends to multiplex users 74

in the spatial domain. In such schemes, there is a constraint 75

that the number of RF chains at the BS should be larger or 76

equal to the product of the user number and stream number [5], 77

[6]. As a result, the hardware complexity of the RF chains 78

becomes high as the number of users or the number of data 79

streams grows. In addition, this constraint also limits the 80

number of data streams of each user and thus it is harmful 81

to spatial multiplexing gain. 82

From a view point of network deployment, 5G/6G com- 83

munications demand huge amount of small cells to achieve 84
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dense networks. The costs of the small cells directly relate85

to the operation expense. Using few RF chains to support86

multiple users can significantly reduce the hardware and87

computational costs of BSs and small cells, and thus it benefits88

the corresponding deployment.89

Recently some research has been done to use few RF chains90

to support multiple users, where the number of RF chains can91

be smaller than the number of users. This scheme is called92

the constant envelope precoding (CEP) [17]–[19]. However,93

to support multiple data streams with only one RF chain, the94

CEP needs to switch the beamforming coefficients frequently,95

and the data rate is limited by the switching speed. In [20], the96

authors proposed a joint constellation design that encodes the97

data of multiple users into the same symbol, and optimized the98

precoder to minimize the weighted symbol error rates (SERs).99

However, these schemes considered only one data stream.100

Hence designing a system that supports multiple data streams101

as well as allows the number of RF chains to be smaller than102

the product of user number and stream number has not been103

widely researched yet.104

To address the issue, we propose a new beam sharing system105

that uses few RF chains to support more users and multiple106

data streams. This system utilizes hybrid precoding. In this107

proposed system, different users use different subcarriers to108

achieve multiple access, which is one of the scenarios in cur-109

rent 5G standards, i.e., orthogonal frequency division multiple110

access (OFDMA) scheme. The BS forms a sharing physical111

beam that benefits all users simultaneously. Each user can112

exactly receive the same number of data streams with the113

number of RF chains at the BS and attain full multiplexing114

gain. In an extreme case that the BS has only one RF chain,115

the proposed scheme can still support multiple users via the116

sharing physical beamforming.117

It is worth pointing out that some of the hybrid beamforming118

OFDM systems share analog beam in different subcarriers,119

e.g., SU-OFDM systems [12], [13] and MU-OFDM sys-120

tems [21], [22]. However, there are several differences between121

these systems and the proposed beam sharing system explained122

as follows: In [12] and [13], the problems and results are for123

single-user systems and thus are different from the proposed124

multiuser scheme. The MU-OFDM systems considered in [21]125

and [22] attain multiple access in spatial domain like that126

in [6], which may be regarded as an application of MU-MIMO127

systems. On the other hand, the proposed scheme achieves128

multiple access in frequency domain, which can be treated129

as an application of OFDMA systems. When the proposed130

beam sharing is used, the proposed scheme can attain full131

multiplexing gain. Therefore, the proposed scheme is different132

from the MU-MIMO systems. The pros and cons of the133

proposed and the MU-MIMO hybrid beamforming systems134

are also provided below:135

First, the proposed scheme attains multiple access in fre-136

quency domain; while the MU-MIMO scheme attains it in137

spatial domain. The advantages of the proposed scheme are138

multiuser interference (MUI)-free and attaining full multiplex-139

ing gain. However the disadvantage is that each user can140

utilize only a partial of the whole bandwidth. On the other141

hand, although each user in MU-MIMO can utilize the whole142

bandwidth, it does not achieve full multiplexing gain and there 143

may be multiuser interference depending on how the precoder 144

is designed. 145

Let us see a toy example. A system has 2 users, 146

2 subcarriers, and 2 RF chains. When the proposed beam 147

sharing scheme is used, each user only occupies one subcarrier 148

(1/2 bandwidth), but each of them can receive 2 data streams 149

without MUI. On the other hand, for the MU-MIMO scheme, 150

each user can utilize the whole bandwidth, but each of them 151

can receive only one data stream and there may be MUI 152

depending on how the precoder is designed [6], [21], [22]. 153

The same beam is also shared by different users in NOMA 154

systems, e.g., see [23] and [24]. However there are still several 155

differences between the proposed and the NOMA systems 156

described as follows: In most of the literature on NOMA, 157

including [23] and [24], each beam in the NOMA systems 158

is for one specific direction. Hence, user pairing is important 159

in NOMA, see e.g., [23] and [24], to group the users with 160

highly correlated channels into a cluster so that the users in this 161

cluster can share this one-directional beam. To extend, multiple 162

clusters can be grouped for users in different directions or with 163

uncorrelated channels, and users in the same cluster again 164

share a one-directional beam; users in different clusters are 165

served by different beams in NOMA. On the other hand, the 166

proposed beam sharing scheme does not need to pair users 167

in advance, because it has the ability to use only one RF 168

chain to form multiple beams simultaneously towards multiple 169

directions (this is also shown later in the OTA experiments). 170

Hence in the proposed beam sharing scheme, the channels of 171

the users can be uncorrelated and the locations of the users 172

can be far apart; at the same time, the designed sharing beam 173

can cover the users simultaneously. Moreover, the proposed 174

scheme can achieve full multiplexing gain while this is not 175

the case for the NOMA. 176

In the proposed system, we design the analog precoder to 177

maximize the achievable sum rate. First, we consider MISO 178

channels in both high and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 179

regions. Solutions are obtained for a two-user channel and then 180

extended to multiple-user channels. Inspired by the derived 181

results for the MU-MISO channels, we further investigated 182

MIMO channels and obtained corresponding results. We found 183

that in the MIMO channels, though the required derivation is 184

somewhat more complicated than that in the MISO channels, 185

solutions can still be obtained via similar derivations. 186

Furthermore, simulation results are provided, where the pro- 187

posed schemes can outperform conventional MU-MIMO and 188

OFDMA schemes in several interested parameter settings, and 189

prove the correctness of the derived results as well. Moreover, 190

the proposed schemes are also compared to NOMA systems 191

and have advantages in terms of fairness and complexity. 192

Finally, to verify the feasibility and the advantages of the 193

proposed beam sharing scheme in practical wireless chan- 194

nels, we implemented the hardware platforms and performed 195

OTA experiments. These hardware platforms are at 28 GHz 196

mmWave frequency band, which consist of an 8 × 8 uniform 197

planar array (UPA). The OTA testings show that the pro- 198

posed beam sharing scheme indeed works well in practical 199

wireless environments as well as outperforms conventional 200
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Fig. 1. A system model of the proposed system.

beamforming schemes. We also OTA measured the beam201

pattern of the proposed sharing beam and showed that the202

measured beam pattern is close to the expected theoretical one.203

These nice results in both computer and hardware experiments204

reveal good potential of using the proposed beam sharing205

systems and the corresponding precoding solutions in the next206

generation communications.207

The remaining parts are organized as follows: In Sec. II,208

we present the system model and formulate the problem.209

In Sec. III, solutions for MU-MISO systems are derived in210

both high and low SNR regimes. Sec. IV further generalizes211

the results to MU-MIMO systems to increase multiplexing212

gain. Sec. V provides the complexity analysis for all the213

proposed solutions. In Sec. VI, simulation results are provided.214

The 28 GHz hardware platforms with an 8 × 8 UPA are215

implemented and OTA experiments are conducted in Sec. VII.216

Finally, conclusions and future works are summarized in217

Sec. VIII.218

The following notations and operations are used in this219

paper: Boldface upper-case letters denote matrices A. Bold-220

face lower-case letters denote vectors a. a∗ is the complex221

conjugate of scalar a, �{a} is the real part value of a, and |a|222

is the magnitude of a. ‖A‖ is the 2-norm of A and ‖A‖F is223

the Frobenius norm of A. AT , AH , and A⊥ are denoted as224

the transpose, Hermitian, and orthogonal (null) matrices of A,225

respectively. A ⊥ B means that A is orthogonal to B. tr (A)226

is the trace of A. det (A) is the determinant of A. CM×N
227

represents the set of (M × N)-dimensional complex-valued228

matrices and E{·} is regarded as the expectation.229

II. SYSTEM AND PROBLEM FORMULATION230

A. System Model231

A system model of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.232

Individual users use different subcarriers and the BS forms a233

sharing physical beam (analog precoding) to serve all U users 234

simultaneously. The BS has a number NRF of RF chains. 235

Because individual users use different subcarriers, which is 236

one of the resource allocation scenarios in the current 5G 237

standards, i.e., OFDMA mode, there is no MUI and each user 238

can receive a number NS of data streams, where NS ≤ NRF. 239

That is, all the U users can achieve full multiplexing gain 240

simultaneously. 241

A special advantage of the proposed system is that there 242

is no constraint of NRF ≥ U · NS, where NS is the 243

number of received data streams for each user. Hence even 244

the BS has only one RF chain, it can still support mul- 245

tiple users simultaneously via the sharing physical beam. 246

This advantage becomes more pronounced for dense small 247

cell networks, because reducing RF chains can significantly 248

decrease hardware and computational costs, and this benefits 249

the corresponding deployment. Let the analog precoder be F. 250

Note that the gain and phase of the antenna array are new 251

adjustable architectures (see [25, p. 1]). Thus F ∈ CNT×NRF . 252

The digital precoder at the uth subcarrier is represented by 253

Bu ∈ C
NRF×NS . The data vector for the uth user (at the uth 254

subcarrier) is denoted by su ∈ CNS×1. 255

The transmitted data vector xu ∈ CNT×1 from the BS 256

to the uth user (at the uth subcarrier) is given by xu = 257

FBusu. Because all subcarriers share the same physical beam, 258

only a sharing analog precoder F is designed to benefit all 259

users. Each user at individual subcarrier can use different 260

digital precoder Bu to refine the performance. Using the new 261

architecture of antenna array in the proposed system [25], 262

the constant-modulus constraints in the analog precoder are 263

not necessarily needed, where such gain and phase adjustable 264

architectures have been announced by several vendors; for 265

example, observed from the design document of the Anoki- 266

wave Inc. [25, p. 1], there are 5 bits used to control the 267

phase and 5 bits used to control the gain. Using the new 268
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architecture of antenna array, the total power constraint is269

enforced by normalizing the total hybrid precoder such that270

‖FBu‖2
F = PT.271

For the channel model, the narrowband and broadband272

geometric channels with clustering are applied, see [6, (4)]273

and [13, (3) and (4)] respectively. The channel of the uth user274

is Hu ∈ CNR×NT and the noise nu ∈ CNR×1 is an i.i.d.275

additive white Gaussian noise with nu ∼ CN (0, σ2
nI). The276

received signal ru ∈ CNR×1 of the uth user can be expressed277

by ru = HuFBusu+nu. The RF postcoder Wu ∈ CNR×NRF278

and the baseband postcoder Zu ∈ CNRF×NS are used to279

process the received signal. The signal after postcoding is then280

given by281

yu = ZH
u WH

u HuFBusu + ZH
u WH

u nu (1)282

B. Problem Formulation283

We consider to maximize the sum rate for the proposed284

system. The data rate of the uth user can be expressed by285

Cu = log2 det
(
I + σ2

s N
−1
u ZH

u WH
u HuFBu286

×BH
u FHHH

u WuZu

)
(2)287

where Nu = σ2
nZ

H
u WH

u WuZu is the noise covariance288

matrix after postcoding, and the power of the data streams289

is E[susH
u ] = σ2

s I.290

There are four matrix variables (F,Bu,Wu,Zu) involved291

in the original problem, and we seek to design the hybrid292

precoder FBu that maximizes the sum rate. Research that293

dealt with similar problems usually designed the precoder294

and postcoder separately to simplify the optimization problem,295

and the unconstrained postcoder WuZu can be obtained by296

achieving the minimum mean square error (MMSE) [4], [5],297

[9] given by298

WuZu = ((BH
u FHHH

u HuFBu +
σ2

n

σ2
s

I)−1BH
u FHHH

u )H .(3)299

Hence we focus on the design of the hybrid precoder, F and300

Bu. The problem is written as301

arg max
Bu ,F

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
I +

σ2
s

σ2
n

HuFBuBH
u FHHH

u

)
302

s.t. ‖FBu‖2
F = PT (4)303

It is worth pointing out that according to (4), there is only a304

sharing analog precoder F in the equation; however, it should305

be designed to make the sum rate among all U users maxi-306

mum, which implies that the beam, generated by the analog307

precoder F, is shared by all subcarriers to benefit all users308

simultaneously.309

In the following discussion, we assume that the number of310

scattering paths is larger or equal to the number of RF chains311

so that supporting multiple data streams is possible. Also all312

RF chains are utilized, i.e., NS = NRF, to attain the best313

achievable sum rate.314

III. PROPOSED MISO PRECODING SCHEMES 315

We start with the simplest MISO channels, where every user 316

is equipped with single antenna and receives one data stream. 317

The digital precoder bu ∈ C1×1 then becomes a complex 318

scalar. Without loss of generality, bu is set to 1. Hence only the 319

analog precoder f ∈ CNT×1 is designed. The channel between 320

the BS and the uth user is hH
u ∈ C1×NT . The problem for the 321

MISO channels is reformulated as follows: 322

arg max
f

U∑
u=1

log2

(
1 +

σ2
s

σ2
n

| hH
u f |2

)
323

s.t. ‖f‖2 = PT (5) 324

From (5), a sharing analog precoder f should be designed to 325

maximize the sum rate for U users, which is difficult to be 326

solved. To simplify the problem, we first let γ = σ2
s

σ2
n

be the 327

SNR and wrap γ | hH
u f |2 as one variable cu. The objective 328

function in (5) can be reformulated by
∑U

u=1 log2(1 + cu). 329

When the value of SNR is small, log2(1 + cu) ≈ cu. On the 330

other hand, when the value of SNR is large, log2(1 + cu) ≈ 331

log2(cu). According to the different approximations mentioned 332

above, the objective function can then be separated into high 333

and low SNR regimes, and discussed respectively in the 334

following subsections. 335

A. High SNR Regime in MISO Channels 336

From (5), the problem in high SNR regime is rewritten as 337

follows: 338

arg max
f

U∑
u=1

log2

(
γ | hH

u f |2) 339

s.t. ‖f‖2 = PT (6) 340

Performing singular value decomposition (SVD) to every user 341

channel, hH
u = uuduvH

u , the objective function becomes 342∑U
u=1 log2

(
fHvuvH

u f
)
. Define V ∈ CNT×U as the collec- 343

tion of the right singular vectors vu: V =
[
v1 v2 · · · vU

]
. 344

Applying QR decomposition to V yields 345

V = QR (7) 346

where Q ∈ CNT×U and R ∈ CU×U . One can find the 347

orthonormal basis qu ∈ CNT×1 such as Q =
[
q1 q2 · · · qU

]
. 348

Let riu be the ith row and uth column in matrix R, and then 349

vu =
∑u

i=1 riuqi, for u = 1 . . . U. Because the column space 350

of Q and its left null space Q⊥ ∈ CNT×(NT−U) form a basis 351

for CNT×1, any solution for precoder f ∈ CNT×1 can be 352

described by 353

f = Qg + Q⊥g⊥ =
U∑

u=1

guqu + Q⊥g⊥ (8) 354

where g =
[
g1 g2 · · · gU

]T
and g⊥ ∈ C(NT−U)×1. From the 355

discussion above, (6) can then be reformulated as 356

arg max
gi,g⊥

U∑
u=1

log2

(
|

u∑
i=1

g∗i riu |2
)

357

s.t.
U∑

u=1

| gu |2 +‖g⊥‖2 = PT (9) 358
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Now the variables are transformed into the weight variables359

gu and the weight vector g⊥. We discuss the solution from360

the simplest case by first setting U = 2.361

1) A Two-User Case: The problem in (9) can be rewritten362

as follows:363

arg max
g1,g2,g⊥

log2

(| g1 |2| g∗1r12 + g∗2r22 |2)364

s.t. | g1 |2 + | g2 |2 +‖g⊥‖2 = PT (10)365

The following Lemma finds the optimal phase settings for366

g1 and g2, and tunes the phase of the objective function to367

the real axis.368

Lemma 1: The optimal phase settings for g1 and g2 in369

problem (10), denoted by φ1 and φ2 respectively, for the370

two-user case in MISO channels should satisfy the following371

condition:372

φ1 − φ2 = − (θ22 − θ12) , for ∀ | g1 |, | g2 |> 0 (11)373

where θ12 is the phase of r12 and θ22 is the phase of r22.374

Proof: Let gi = |gi|ejφi , r12 = |r12|ejθ12 , and r22 =375

|r22|ejθ22 , where φi and θiu ∈ [0, 2π]. The objective function376

inside the logarithm in (10) can be expressed as377

| g1 |2 (| r12 |2| g1 |2 + | r22 |2| g2 |2 +2R{g1g
∗
2r∗12r22})378

(12)379

R{g1g
∗
2r∗12r22} can be further extended as |g1||g2||r12||r22|380

cos (φ1 − φ2 + θ22 − θ12); thus, the objective function can be381

maximized by setting cos (φ1 − φ2 + θ22 − θ12) = 1.382

After applying Lemma 1, the problem can be reformulated383

as384

arg max
|g1|,|g2|,‖g⊥‖

log2

(| r12 || g1 |2 + | r22 || g1 || g2 |)2385

s.t. | g1 |2 + | g2 |2 +‖g⊥‖2 = PT (13)386

Since all of the parameters in front of | gu | are real and387

positive, the power should not be allocated to ‖g⊥‖ but should388

be fully dedicated to | g1 | and | g2 | instead to maximize the389

sum rate. Thus, the power constraint in problem (13) therefore390

becomes | g1 |2 + | g2 |2= PT. Thus, from (8) and setting391

g⊥ = 0, the solution is then introduced in the following392

proposition.393

Proposition 1: In the two-user MISO channels, the pre-394

coder design is with the following form:395

f =| g1 | ejφ1q1+ | g2 | ejφ2q2 (14)396

where φ1 and φ2 satisfy the relationship described in397

Lemma 1; while the gains | g1 | and | g2 | satisfy | g1 |=398 √
PT cos(θ) and | g2 |= √

PT sin(θ). The parameter θ can399

be found by grid search in the first quadrant of the following400

equation.401

arg max
θ

| r12 | cos2(θ)+ | r22 | cos(θ) sin(θ), θ ∈ [0,
π

2
]402

(15)403

Proof: See Appendix A.404

2) General Multiuser Cases: For U > 2, one can show that 405

similar argument and solution for Proposition 1 do not apply. 406

Fortunately, in the large-scale antenna array architectures, one 407

can have the orthogonality approximation that vH
i vj ≈ 0, 408

e.g., see [6] and [26]. As NT increases, the validation of 409

this approximation becomes more pronounced, especially for 410

mmWave systems because the beam width becomes narrow. 411

Therefore, the column vector vu from each user in V ∈ 412

CNT×U may be approximated as orthonormal basis that spans 413

the column space of V, and R is thus approximated as a 414

diagonal matrix. In this case, f in (8) can then be reformulated 415

as 416

f = Vg + V⊥g⊥ =
U∑

u=1

guvu + V⊥g⊥ (16) 417

where V⊥ ∈ CNT×(NT−U) represents the left null space 418

of V ∈ CNT×U . From (7), when every column in V is 419

approximately orthogonal to one another, it implies that R 420

is an identity matrix at the same time. Therefore, according 421

to (9), the parameters inside the logarithm for the uth user 422

in (6) can be represented as | ∑u
i=1 g∗i riu |2=| gu |2, where 423

riu ≈ 0, ∀i �= u and ruu ≈ 1 under the orthogonality 424

approximation. 425

When NT is sufficiently large, vH
i vj ≈ 0, the problem 426

in (6) is rewritten as 427

arg max
gu,g⊥

U∑
u=1

log2

(| gu |2) 428

s.t.
U∑

u=1

| gu |2 +‖g⊥‖2 = PT (17) 429

To maximize the sum rate, the power should not be allocated 430

to variables that do not appear in the objective function by 431

setting ‖g⊥‖2 = 0. Thus, the power constraint in (17) is set 432

as
∑U

u=1 | gu |2= PT. Finally, a solution for MISO channels 433

is derived in the following proposition. 434

Proposition 2: When NT is sufficiently large, vH
i vj ≈ 0, 435

and then (6) can be approximated to (17), | gu |=
√

PT
U , ∀u ∈ 436

1, . . . , U is an optimal solution to the problem in (17) and is an 437

asymptotically optimal solution to the original problem in (6) 438

as NT approaches ∞. 439

Proof: We apply the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequal- 440

ity to complete the proof. From this Inequality, we can find 441

an upper bound by applying the constraint for the objective 442

function, such as U

√∏U
u=1 | gu |2 ≤

�U
u=1|gu|2

U = PT
U . Note 443

that | gu | are non-negative numbers. To reach the upper 444

bound and let the equality hold, we let | g1 |=| g2 |= 445

· · · =| gU |=
√

PT
U , and the maximum sum rate can be 446

reached. Proposition 2 is then proved. 447

After reformulating f as (16) and setting g⊥ = 0, based 448

on Proposition 2, we obtain the optimal solution of | gu |, 449

and the analog precoder f can be therefore expressed as 450

f =
√

PT
U

∑U
u=1 vu. 451
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B. Low SNR Regime in MISO Channels452

Since γ and f are independent of u, they can be pulled out453

of the summation, and then the optimization problem in low454

SNR region can be given as follows:455

arg max
f

γfH

(
U∑

u=1

huhH
u

)
f456

s.t. ‖f‖2 = PT (18)457

The solution to (18) is provided in the following proposition.458

Proposition 3: Let H =
∑U

u=1 huhH
u . The analog pre-459

coder f in the low SNR region should be the scaled eigenvector460

corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix H which461

satisfies the power constraint.462

Proof: This is a typical quadratic problem and the proof463

can be found, e.g., in [27].464

IV. PROPOSED MIMO PRECODING SCHEMES465

The problem for the MIMO channels is given by466

arg max
Bu ,F

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
I + γHuFBuBH

u FHHH
u

)
467

s.t. ‖FBu‖2
F = PT (19)468

To design the digital precoder Bu, we first assumed that469

the analog precoder F is available. Wrapping HuF into the470

new variable H̃u ∈ CNR×NS and performing SVD to H̃u,471

H̃u = ŨuD̃uṼH
u , the objective function becomes472

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
I + γD̃uṼH

u BuBH
u ṼuD̃H

u

)
. (20)473

Since the dimension of Bu is exactly the same as the dimen-474

sion of Ṽu ∈ CNS×NS , the optimal solution is obtained by475

Bu = Ṽu following the same design as the fully-digital476

precoder, e.g., see [4] and [5]. In addition, Bu is a unitary477

matrix and it satisfies BuBH
u = BH

u Bu = INS . After478

designing the digital precoder Bu , one can focus on the design479

of the analog precoder F. The problem is then rewritten as480

follows:481

arg max
F

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
I + γFHHH

u HuF
)

482

s.t. ‖F‖2
F = PT (21)483

where the sharing analog precoder F again should be designed484

to optimally match U different user channels for maximizing485

the sum rate, which is difficult to be solved. Thus following486

the same argument in the MISO channels, the objective487

function in (21) can also be separated into high SNR and488

low SNR regions, and discussed respectively in the following489

subsections.490

A. High SNR Regime in MIMO Channels491

From (21), the identity matrix I can be ignored in the high492

SNR regime and the objective function for the MIMO channels493

is as follows: 494

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
γFHHH

u HuF
)

(22) 495

where the desired sharing analog precoder F ∈ CNT×NS 496

is a matrix now. We follow similar derivation in subsec- 497

tion III-A by taking SVD to each user channel Hu, such 498

that Hu = UuDuVH
u . The rank of channel Hu is denoted 499

as K = rank(Hu). Using the property that UH
u Uu = I 500

and taking non-zero singular values and their corresponding 501

singular vectors, such that Du ∈ CK×K and Vu ∈ CNT×K , 502

the objective function in (22) can be reformulated as 503

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
γFHVuΣuVH

u F
)

(23) 504

where Σu = DH
u Du and Σu ∈ C

K×K . 505

Following similar argument as in the MISO channels and 506

defining V ∈ CNT×KU as the collection of the right singular 507

matrices Vu: V =
[
V1 V2 · · · VU

]
, V also yields similar 508

relationship described in (7), but the dimensions change as 509

Q ∈ CNT×KU and R ∈ CKU×KU . One can find the 510

collection of the orthonormal basis Qu ∈ CNT×K such as 511

Q =
[
Q1 Q2 · · · QU

]
and express Vu using the orthonormal 512

bases in Qi and the corresponding weights in Riu as Vu = 513∑u
i=1 QiRiu. The analog precoder F ∈ CNT×NS can be seen 514

column-wise such as F =
[
f1 f2 · · · fNS

]
, and the column 515

space of Q and its left null space Q⊥ ∈ C
NT×(NT−KU) form a 516

basis for CNT×1; thus, any solution for precoder F ∈ CNT×NS 517

can then be described by 518

F = QG + Q⊥G⊥ =
U∑

u=1

QuGu + Q⊥G⊥ (24) 519

where G ∈ CKU×NS such as G =
[
G1 G2 · · · GU

]T
, and 520

G⊥ ∈ C
(NT−KU)×NS . From (23) and the discussion above, 521

the problem can be reformulated as 522

arg max
Gi,G⊥

U∑
u=1

log2 det

(
γ

(
u∑

i=1

GH
i Riu

)
Σu

(
u∑

i=1

RH
iuGi

))
523

s.t.
U∑

u=1

‖Gu‖2
F + ‖G⊥‖2

F = PT (25) 524

The result is similar to (9) in the MISO channels but the 525

desired weight variables Gu and G⊥ are both matrices in the 526

MIMO channels. Let us discuss from the simplest case by 527

setting U = 2 and L = 1. 528

1) A Two-User Case in LOS MIMO Channels: By setting 529

the number of scattering paths L = 1, the rank of the channels 530

therefore becomes K = 1, and the number of data streams is 531

also limited to NS = 1. The problem for the two-user in LOS 532

environments can be written as 533

arg max
gi,g⊥

U∑
u=1

log2 det

(
γ

(
u∑

i=1

g∗i riu

)
| du |2

(
u∑

i=1

r∗iugi

))
534

s.t.
U∑

u=1

| gu |2 +‖g⊥‖2 = PT (26) 535
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where | du |2 is the only one non-zero element in Σu. The536

following proposition is therefore derived based on the result537

in the subsection III-A.1.538

Proposition 4: In MIMO channels with the number of scat-539

tering paths L = 1 and the number of users U = 2, the540

precoder solution is exactly the same as the two-user case in541

the MISO channels, i.e., Proposition 1.542

Proof: By extending (26) and removing uncorrelated543

constants γ and | du |2, the problem is exactly the same544

optimization problem defined in (9).545

2) General Multiuser Cases: For U > 2, L > 1 and546

NS > 1, one can show that similar argument and solution for547

Proposition 4 do not satisfy. Assume that NT is sufficiently548

large, and the orthogonality approximation that Vi ⊥ Vj ≈ 0549

is adopted here as well. Then, the column vectors in Vu550

from each user in V ∈ CNT×KU may be approximated as551

orthonormal bases that span the column space of V, and552

R ∈ CKU×KU is approximated as a diagonal matrix. In this553

case, F in (24) can then be expressed as554

F = VG + V⊥G⊥ =
U∑

u=1

VuGu + V⊥G⊥ (27)555

where V⊥ ∈ CNT×(NT−KU) represents the left null space of556

V ∈ CNT×KU . When NT is sufficiently large, VH
i Vj ≈ 0.557

Substituting (27) into the objective function in (23), the558

problem can then be reformulated as559

arg max
Gu,G⊥

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
γGH

u ΣuGu

)
560

s.t.
U∑

u=1

‖Gu‖2
F + ‖G⊥‖2

F = PT (28)561

Since γ and Σu in the objective function of the problem562

in (28) are all positive constants, to maximize the sum rate,563

the solution to the weights for the left null space G⊥ is564

similar to that in the MISO channels, i.e., G⊥ should be565

set to zero. Thus, the power constraint in (28) is set as566 ∑U
u=1‖Gu‖2

F = PT.567

Although we follow almost the same argument as that568

in the MISO channels, the problem for MIMO channels is569

still somewhat different owing to the diagonal matrix Σu ∈570

CK×K . An extra optimization step to pull out the diagonal571

matrix is introduced in the following Lemma.572

Lemma 2: Let G̃u ∈ CNS×NS be the first NS rows in Gu,573

which corresponds to the NS largest elements in Σu. Gu ∈574

CK×NS should be shrunk as the square matrix G̃u ∈ CNS×NS575

by setting all variables other than G̃u to zeros and ignoring576

them. The problem in (28) can then be reformulated by G̃u577

as578

arg max
G̃u

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
γG̃H

u Σ̃uG̃u

)
579

s.t.
U∑

u=1

‖G̃u‖2
F = PT (29)580

where Σ̃u ∈ CNS×NS contains the NS largest elements in Σu.581

Proof: See Appendix B.582

Since all matrices inside the determinant are square matri- 583

ces, the objective function in (29) can be further simplified as 584

follows: 585

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
γΣ̃u

)
+

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
G̃H

u G̃u

)
(30) 586

where the first term is independent of G̃u. Defining P̃u = 587

G̃H
u G̃u, the optimization problem can then be transformed 588

into 589

arg max
P̃u

U∑
u=1

log2 det
(
P̃u

)
590

s.t.
U∑

u=1

tr(P̃u) = PT (31) 591

The solution of the general cases for the MIMO channels is 592

then introduced in the following proposition. 593

Proposition 5: The optimization solution for the problem 594

in (31) is shown to be 595

P̃u =
PT

UNS
INS (32) 596

Proof: Two upper bounds can then be obtained by adopt- 597

ing Hadamard’s Inequality and Arithmetic-Geometric Mean 598

Inequality: 599∑U
u=1 log2 det

(
P̃u

)
600

≤ log2

(∏NS
i=1 p̃1,ii

∏NS
i=1 p̃2,ii · · ·

∏NS
i=1 p̃U,ii

)
601

≤ log2

(�NS
i=1 p̃1,ii+···+�NS

i=1 p̃U,ii

UNS

)UNS

602

= log2

(
PT

UNS

)UNS

, 603

where p̃u,ii is the ith diagonal term in P̃u and the sum 604

of p̃u,ii is the trace of P̃u such that
∑U

u=1 tr
(
P̃u

)
= 605∑U

u=1

∑NS
i=1 p̃u,ii = PT, which is related to the power 606

constraint. Based on these theorems, P̃u = PT
UNS

INS can reach 607

the upper bound of
∑U

u=1 log2 det
(
P̃u

)
. Proposition 5 is then 608

proved. 609

Under the relationship of P̃u = G̃H
u G̃u, since all the 610

elements in matrix G̃u are variables that we can adjust, there 611

are multiple ways to satisfy the optimal solution in (32). The 612

most straightforward way to design G̃u is setting it as a 613

diagonal matrix and an optimal solution for G̃u is 614

G̃u =
√

PT

UNS
INS (33) 615

Apart from the design in (33), any design of G̃u that satisfies 616

only one element in the column to be non-zero with non- 617

repeated row can also fulfill the requirement in (32). For exam- 618

ple, another possible form of G̃u can be
√

PT
UNS

multiplies any 619

NS × NS permutation matrix given by 620

G̃u =
√

PT

UNS
Ppermut (34) 621
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Finding the optimal solution of G̃u is equivalent to find-622

ing the solution of the analog precoder F. Since there are623

numerous solutions of G̃u, there are also multiple possible624

combinations of the analog precoder F corresponding to the625

different designs of G̃u based on (27). For example, if G̃u626

is designed as in (33), the ith column fi in F should be627

fi =
√

PT
UNS

∑U
u=1 vu,i where vu,i is the ith column in the628

matrix Vu.629

If one decides the non-zero element in each column in630

matrix G̃u randomly such as in (34), each column in F can be631

decided by combining U singular vectors with equal weight632 √
PT

UNS
, where each vector is randomly selected from the NS633

dominant singular vectors in Vu ∈ C
NT×K and each singular634

vector in V ∈ CNT×KU can only be selected once.635

B. Low SNR Regime in MIMO Channels636

In low SNR region, the problem is expressed as637

arg max
F

det

(
I + γFH

(
U∑

u=1

HH
u Hu

)
F

)
638

s.t. ‖F‖2
F = PT (35)639

where F ∈ C
NT×NS and Hu ∈ C

NR×NT with rank K .640

Let H =
∑U

u=1 HH
u Hu. Proposition 6 presents the precoder641

design for this problem.642

Proposition 6: Let Ũ ∈ CNT×NS be the set of eigenvec-643

tors corresponding to the NS largest eigenvalues of H and644

D ∈ CNS×NS represent allocated power to each data stream645

obtained by water-filling algorithm. The precoder F in the low646

SNR region is given by F = ŨD.647

Proof: This is a typical water-filling optimization problem648

and the proof can be found, e.g., in [28].649

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS650

In this section, we use Big O, denoted as O(·), to calculate651

the complexity orders for different propositions [29]. For652

simplifying the procedure of analysis, let us first give the653

complexity for some operations. Suppose that a is a scalar, X654

and Y are p × q matrices, Z is a q × r matrix, and D is a r × r655

diagonal matrix. Then, when p � q or p = q, the complexity656

order for applying SVD operation to X is of O(q3). However,657

if p = 1 and X becomes a vector x, the complexity order for658

applying the SVD is of O(q). When q � r, the complexity659

order for applying QR decomposition to Z is of O(qr2).660

The complexity orders for scalar-matrix multiplication aX,661

matrix addition X + Y, and matrix multiplication YZ are662

of O(pq), O(pq), and O(pqr), respectively. The complexity663

order for matrix multiplication ZD is of O(qr). Moreover,664

the complexity order for water-filling over n eigenmodes is665

of O(n2). According to above descriptions, the complexity666

orders for different propositions are described as follows:667

MISO two-user case in high SNR regime (Proposition 1):668

In the first step, we apply the SVD to the channels of the669

two users, such as hH
1 ∈ C1×NT and hH

2 ∈ C1×NT , where670

since the channels are vectors, the complexity of applying671

the SVD to them is O(2NT). Then, we collect their right672

singular vectors as V =
[
v1 v2

] ∈ CNT×2 and apply QR673

decomposition to V, where the complexity is O(4NT). Next, 674

we use (15) to apply N points grid search to find optimal θ, 675

and thus the dominant complexity is O(N). Finally, (14) is 676

used to design the analog precoder, where the complexity is 677

dominated by two scalar-vector multiplications and one vector 678

addition and thus the complexity is O(3NT). Therefore, the 679

complexity for Proposition 1 is O(9NT + N). 680

MISO multiuser case in high SNR regime (Proposi- 681

tion 2): In the first step, we apply the SVD to the vector 682

channels of U users, where the complexity is O(UNT). Then, 683

we use f =
√

PT
U

∑U
u=1 vu to design the analog precoder, 684

where the complexity is dominated by one scalar-vector mul- 685

tiplication and U −1 vector additions and thus the complexity 686

is O(UNT). Therefore, the complexity for Proposition 2 is 687

O(2UNT). 688

MISO multiuser case in low SNR regime (Proposition 3): 689

According to Proposition 3, H =
∑U

u=1 huhH
u should be 690

first calculated, whose complexity is dominated by U vector 691

multiplications huhH
u and U − 1 matrix additions. The com- 692

plexity for both vector multiplication and matrix addition is 693

O(N2
T). Thus, the complexity for calculating

∑U
u=1 huhH

u is 694

O((2U − 1)N2
T). Then, we apply the SVD to H to obtain the 695

eigenvectors and the complexity is O(N3
T). Finally, a selected 696

eigenvector is scaled to be the analog precoder which satisfies 697

the power constraint, where the complexity is dominated 698

by one scalar-vector multiplication and thus the complexity 699

is O(NT). Therefore, the complexity for Proposition 3 is 700

O(N3
T + (2U − 1)N2

T + NT). 701

MIMO two-user case with LOS channel in high SNR 702

regime (Proposition 4): From Proposition 4, we know that 703

the solution is the same as that for MISO two-user case in 704

high SNR regime (Proposition 1). Therefore, the complexity 705

for Proposition 4 is O(9NT + N). 706

MIMO multiuser case in high SNR regime (Proposi- 707

tion 5): In the first step, we apply the SVD to the matrix 708

channels of U users Hu, where the complexity is O(UN3
T). 709

Then, the ith column of analog precoder can be designed by 710

fi =
√

PT
UNS

∑U
u=1 vu,i, where the complexity of finding fi is 711

dominated by one scalar-vector multiplication and U−1 vector 712

additions. Thus the complexity is O(UNT). However, since 713

the analog precoder has NS columns, the total complexity 714

of finding F is O(NSUNT). Therefore, the complexity for 715

Proposition 5 is O(UN3
T + NSUNT). 716

MIMO multiuser case in low SNR regime 717

(Proposition 6): According to Proposition 6 and (35), 718

H =
∑U

u=1 HH
u Hu should be first calculated, whose 719

complexity is dominated by U matrix multiplications HH
u Hu 720

and U − 1 matrix additions. The complexity for each 721

matrix multiplication is O(NRN2
T) and for each matrix 722

addition is O(N2
T). Thus, the complexity for calculating 723

H =
∑U

u=1 HH
u Hu is O((UNR+U−1)N2

T). Then, we apply 724

the SVD to H to obtain the Ũ ∈ CNT×NS and the complexity 725

is O(N3
T). Moreover, the complexity for using water-filling 726

over NS eigenmodes to find the diagonal D is O(N2
S ). 727

Finally, analog precoder is designed by F = ŨD, where 728

the complexity is O(NSNT). Therefore, the complexity for 729

Proposition 6 is O(N3
T +(UNR +U − 1)N2

T +NSNT +N2
S). 730
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TABLE I

COMPLEXITY SUMMARY FOR THE PROPOSED PROPOSITIONS

The complexity for all the proposed propositions is sum-731

marized in Table I, where one can see that the complexity is732

mainly affected by the number NT of the transmit antennas.733

Also Propositions 1, 2, and 4 have complexity in linear order734

of NT, because obtaining singular vectors for vectors is much735

simpler than for matrices.736

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS737

In this section, simulation results are demonstrated to show738

the performance of the proposed system. The signal-to-noise739

ratio is γ = σ2
s

σ2
n

. If it is not specifically mentioned, the740

narrowband geometric channel model is utilized [6, (4)], the741

number of transmit antennas is NT = 8, and the number of742

receive antennas is NR = 1 in MISO channels; while the743

number of transmit antennas is NT = 64, and the number of744

receive antennas is NR = 4 in MIMO channels. The number745

of scattering paths is L = 4, and the number of transmitted746

data streams is NS = 4. The number of channel realizations747

in each experiment is 104.748

A. Experiment 1: Proposed Systems in MISO Channels749

In the first experiment, we demonstrate the performance for750

MISO channels. Let us see the two-user case in MISO chan-751

nels, which is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for low SNR and752

high SNR regimes respectively. In Fig. 2(a), Proposition 3 is753

the best among other propositions when the value of SNR is754

smaller than −8 dB and gradually enters the low SNR regime,755

since it is the asymptotically optimal solution of the two-user756

case for the low SNR regime but others are not. However,757

when the value of SNR is higher than −7 dB and gradually758

enters the high SNR regime, Proposition 1 outperforms other759

two schemes observed from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), since it is760

the asymptotically optimal solution of the two-user case for761

the high SNR regime. In addition, since Proposition 2 is762

derived for the high SNR regime based on applying additional763

orthogonality approximation, its performance is inferior to764

Proposition 1 as expected. Thus for the low SNR regime shown765

in Fig. 2(a), Proposition 2 is then worse than Proposition 1 and766

has the worst performance. However, for the high SNR regime767

shown in Fig. 2(b), Proposition 2 asymptotically achieves the768

performance of Proposition 1 and does not sacrifice too much769

performance. Moreover, it outperforms Proposition 3 because770

Proposition 3 is the solution for the low SNR regime.771

Next, let us see the cases with more than two users in MISO772

channels. Let the numbers of users be three and five, and773

the number of antennas be NT = 16. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)774

respectively show the performance in low SNR and high775

Fig. 2. Performance comparison: MISO channels and two-user case.

SNR regions. From Fig. 3(a), since Proposition 3 is the 776

asymptotically optimal solution for the low SNR regime, 777

it outperforms other schemes as expected. From Fig. 3(b), 778

Proposition 2 has the best performance instead of Proposi- 779

tion 1, which is because Proposition 1 is the solution for the 780

two-user case. When the number of the users is more than 781

two, Proposition 1 is no longer the asymptotically optimal 782

solution for the high SNR regime. However, Proposition 2 is 783

the asymptotically optimal solution of multiuser cases for the 784
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison: MISO channels and more than two users.

high SNR regime and thus becomes the best solution instead785

of Proposition 1.786

In addition, as Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show, when the number787

of users increases, the performance behavior of each proposi-788

tion can be more pronounced. Thus, their performance gaps789

become more obvious when the number of users increases.790

B. Experiment 2: Proposed Systems in MIMO Channels and791

Comparison to Other Precoder Designs792

In the experiment, we demonstrate the performance of the793

proposed solutions in MIMO channels (Propositions 5 and 6)794

and compare them to other precoder designs. Two conventional795

precoding schemes used for comparison are described as796

follows:797

Comparison 1: Combine all right singular vectors of all798

user channels and arrange them according to their eigenvalues799

to form a matrix V. Then, the analog precoder F is designed800

as the first NS right singular vectors in V.801

Comparison 2: Applying SVD to individual user channels:802

Hu = UuDuVH
u , where Du is a diagonal matrix with803

Fig. 4. Performance comparison: MIMO channels and U = 4.

elements su,i in descending order and the corresponding 804

columns in right singular matrix Vu are represented as vu,i. 805

Since there are U users, for the same ith column of Vu, 806

there are U vectors vu,i. The one corresponding to the largest 807

singular value su,i is chosen as the ith column in matrix F. 808

Let us take the two-user case as an example, the ith column 809

of F is determined by fi =

{
v1,i, if | s1,i |≥| s2,i |
v2,i, if | s1,i |<| s2,i |

. 810

The reason to use these two heuristic schemes is because in 811

the literature, many precoder designs are based on the singular 812

vectors, e.g., see [8], [9], [11]. Thus we attempt to provide 813

comparisons with some reasonable and heuristic schemes, and 814

show that although these schemes indeed perform not bad, 815

better performance can be achieved by properly designing the 816

precoder using the proposed algorithms. Let the number U 817

of users be 4. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the performance 818

comparisons in low and high SNR regions respectively. 819

Several observations are summarized. First, the proposed 820

solutions outperform the two conventional schemes in both 821

low and high SNR regions (see Proposition 6 in Fig. 4(a) for 822
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low SNR region and Proposition 5 in Fig. 4(b) for high SNR823

region).824

Second, these two figures also reveal that different solutions825

should be properly used for different SNR regions to achieve826

the best performance; for low SNR region, the proposed827

low SNR solution (Proposition 6) outperforms the proposed828

high SNR solution (Proposition 5) and other two comparing829

schemes, observed from Fig. 4(a). From the same figure,830

without using proper solution according to SNR, in low SNR831

region the conventional scheme Comparison 1 even outper-832

forms Proposition 5 (high SNR solution). Similar situation833

occurs for high SNR region in Fig. 4(b).834

Third, recalling in Proposition 5, we proved that multiple835

solutions exist for high SNR region. That is, (33) and (34)836

are all possible solutions. Here we use (33) as the solution for837

Proposition 5 and compare it to (34) with random permutation838

matrix in every realization. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that these839

multiple solutions all lead to the same performance (see the840

overlapped curves with star and diamond marks). This also841

shows the correctness of the proposed analytical result.842

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) respectively show the performance843

comparisons for various numbers of users in the low and high844

SNR regimes, where the values of SNR are fixed as -10 dB845

and 15 dB, respectively. From the two figures, the performance846

of each scheme increases when the number of users grows.847

Moreover, the performance gaps between the proposed and848

other schemes become larger, which shows that the advantages849

of the proposed scheme become more pronounced as the850

number of users increases.851

C. Experiment 3: Comparison of Different User Distances in852

Proposed Systems With MIMO Channels853

In this experiment, we compare the performance of the854

proposed systems with various user closeness. Let the number855

U of users be 4, and for the channel model, we set the number856

of paths L = 16. In addition, we adjust the standard deviation857

σ of the Laplacian distribution of the AOA/AOD scattering858

paths to reflect how close the users are in position. That is,859

if the users are close and in similar environments, σ should860

be small; otherwise if the users are far apart, σ is large.861

Fig. 6 shows the performance comparison of the proposed862

systems with various standard deviations of AoA/AoD σ = 2,863

4, and ∞. Observed that the proposed scheme with small value864

of σ outperforms that with large value of σ. The result is865

reasonable because the proposed scheme benefits from user866

closeness. When the users are close, the sharing physical beam867

can be more concentrated in a narrow direction. When the868

users are far apart, the sharing physical beam should point869

several and wide directions to take care of all users. As a870

result, the energy dissipates and the performance degrades.871

D. Experiment 4: Comparison of Proposed System and872

Spatial Multiplexing Precoded OFDMA System873

In this experiment, we show the performance of the pro-874

posed and the spatial multiplexing precoded OFDMA systems.875

Let U = 2 and the two users are in two different subcarriers.876

Also, the number of RF chains is two. For the proposed877

Fig. 5. Performance comparison: MIMO channels with various numbers of
users.

system, the two users share the two data streams from a 878

sharing physical beam, and hence each user can receive two 879

data streams. For the spatial multiplexing precoded OFDMA 880

system, each user can receive only one dedicated data stream. 881

The broadband geometric channel model in [13, (3) and (4)] 882

and the number of scattering paths L = 16 are applied in 883

this simulation, where the carrier frequency is 28 GHz, and 884

the bandwidth is 61.44 MHz. The delay spread is 32, the 885

number of the subcarriers is 512, and the subcarrier spacing 886

is 120 KHz. The transmit power and the noise power are 887

determined according to the value of SNR. 888

Fig. 7 shows the performance comparison of the proposed 889

and the spatial multiplexing precoded OFDMA systems. One 890

can observe that the proposed system outperforms the spatial 891

multiplexing precoded OFDMA system as the value of SNR 892

exceeds 10 dB. This result is reasonable because in the 893

spatial multiplexing precoded OFDMA system, both spatial 894

and frequency domains are used for multiple access. Thus, the 895
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of different user closeness in proposed
systems: U = 4.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison between proposed and spatial multiplexing
precoded systems in a two-user case.

number of data streams is only one for each user. On the other896

hand, although the proposed system forms a sharing physical897

beam with two directions and dissipates the received precoding898

gain of individual users, it only uses frequency domain for899

multiple access, and the number of data streams is two for900

each user (full multiplexing gain).901

E. Experiment 5: Comparison of the Proposed and NOMA902

Systems903

In this experiment, we add the NOMA system [24] as a904

benchmark and compare it to the proposed scheme. There are905

one BS and two users (U = 2) in the system, where the two906

users are in a cluster. The BS is equipped with one RF chain907

and NT = 64 transmit antennas. Each user is equipped with908

NR = 1 antenna. The narrowband geometric channel model909

with clustering is applied, and the number of scattering paths910

is L = 16. We assume that the channel strengths of the users911

are different by setting different complex gains and changing912

Fig. 8. Sum rate performance between the proposed and the NOMA systems.

the standard deviation σ of the Laplacian distribution of the 913

AOA/AOD scattering paths like that used in Experiment 3. 914

As mentioned in the introduction, each user in the proposed 915

system only utilizes 1
U bandwidth, and this is considered in 916

the simulation. 917

The sum rate performance of the NOMA and the proposed 918

schemes is shown in Fig. 8. We observe that the NOMA 919

system slightly outperforms the proposed system when the 920

channels of users are highly correlated (σ = 0). However, 921

when σ increases and channels of the users tend to be 922

uncorrelated, the proposed system can outperform the NOMA 923

system when the SNR is lower than 10 dB. The achievable 924

rates of individual users in both the proposed and the NOMA 925

systems are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for σ = 0 and 926

σ = 10, respectively. From these figures, we observe that in 927

the proposed system, the two users are fairly taken care of, 928

no matter the user channels are correlated or uncorrelated, 929

i.e., σ = 0 or σ = 10, thanks to the MUI-free property 930

and the multi-directional sharing beam. On the other hand, 931

for the NOMA system, since the weak user is significantly 932

affected by the MUI and only one-direction beam is applied, 933

the weak user has much worse performance than the strong 934

user, which is widely seen in the literature on NOMA 935

systems. 936

To conclude, the NOMA scheme generally achieves higher 937

sum rate performance than the proposed scheme. However, the 938

proposed system has advantage in terms of fairness as well as 939

low complexity at the user side because there is no need to 940

apply SIC. 941

VII. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND OTA 942

MEASUREMENT 943

To verify the feasibility of the proposed ideas in practical 944

situations, the 28 GHz mmWave hardware systems were 945

implemented, where OTA performance and beam pattern of 946

the proposed beam sharing scheme were practically measured. 947

These two OTA measurements are described in the following 948

subsections. 949
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Fig. 9. Achievable rates of individual users for the proposed and the NOMA
systems.

A. OTA Performance Evaluation for the Proposed Beam950

Sharing Scheme951

The block diagram of this hardware platform is shown952

in Fig. 10, and the practical hardware platform is shown in953

Fig. 11. The transmitter uses one mmWave 28 GHz 8 ×954

8 antenna array, equipped with one RF chain. Two horn955

antennas are used to represent as receivers (User 1 and956

User 2). The gain and phase of this antenna array are both957

adjustable (see [25]). This setting implements a hardware958

system discussed in subsection III-A.1.959

At the transmitter side, the baseband (BB) signals are mod-960

ulated as 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals961

and allocated to two different subcarriers corresponding to962

individual users with subcarrier spacing of 120 KHz and total963

bandwidth of 61.44 MHz. After modulated to 28 GHz through964

the transmitter software defined radio (SDR) and upconverter,965

the signals are transmitted by the 28 GHz 8×8 antenna array.966

At the receiver side, the 28 GHz signals received by two 967

horn antennas are processed by downconverter and receiver 968

SDR to obtain BB signals and then calculate their error vector 969

magnitudes (EVMs). 970

Two precoding cases were considered in this hardware 971

experiment. For Case 1, dedicated beam for User 2 is consid- 972

ered. On the other hand, for Case 2, a sharing beam designed 973

according to Proposition 1 is considered. 974

Fig. 12 shows the simulated beam patterns of these two 975

cases. In Case 1, the beam is directed to 0 degrees and 976

dedicated to User 2, and therefore User 1 is abandoned. 977

Case 1 using dedicated beam is not uncommonly seen in a 978

beamforming system with only one RF chain. For the proposed 979

sharing beam system in Case 2, the sharing beam takes care 980

of both Users 1 and 2. Hence, both users can simultaneously 981

achieve satisfactory performance. 982

Fig. 13 shows the demodulated constellations and 983

corresponding measured EVMs for the two testing cases. 984

For Case 1, shown in Fig. 13(a), the beam is dedicated to 985

User 2 and thus the constellation of User 2 is concentrated 986

(EVM = −28.9 dB). However, extremely divergent constella- 987

tion is obtained by User 1 (EVM = −2.7 dB). From Fig. 13(a), 988

we observe that only one user can benefit from the dedicated 989

beam, which largely limits the development especially when 990

the RF chains are limited. For Case 2, the proposed sharing 991

beam is applied and the EVM result is shown in Fig. 13(b). 992

We observe that both User 1 and User 2 can simultane- 993

ously attain concentrated constellations and satisfactory EVMs 994

(EVM of User 1 = −24 dB and EVM of User 2 = −28.5 dB). 995

It is worth pointing out that in this practical hardware 996

experiment, there are several non-ideal effects including inter 997

carrier interference (ICI) caused by carrier frequency offset 998

(CFO), phase noise, jitters, timing mismatch, and Doppler 999

effect, etc. Although these effects can mostly be mitigated 1000

using conventional signal processing at the receiver side by 1001

the SDR, the residual effects still exist. These residual effects 1002

can be observed from the EVM plots in Fig. 13, where the 1003

constellation points near the four corners tend to have larger 1004

noise than those near zero. 1005

We observe that the proposed beam sharing scheme is 1006

feasible in practical systems; meanwhile it can well leverage 1007

the performance of individual users compared to the con- 1008

ventional schemes. As a result, more users can be supported 1009

using limited RF chains, and this benefits the development of 1010

communications networks. 1011

B. OTA Beam Pattern Measurement for the Proposed Beam 1012

Sharing Scheme 1013

In subsection VII-A, we showed that two users with differ- 1014

ent AoAs (angles of arrival) can be covered by the sharing 1015

beam generated by only one RF chain, and their EVM perfor- 1016

mance implicitly proved this concept. To prove this concept in 1017

an explicit way, we conduct another hardware OTA experiment 1018

to practically measure the resulting beam pattern generated by 1019

the 28 GHz 8 × 8 UPA platform. For this experiment, another 1020

measurement platform was implemented, which consists of 1021

an automatic three-axis stabilizer to sequentially shift its 1022
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Fig. 10. A block diagram of the hardware platform.

Fig. 11. A photo of the implemented mmWave 28 GHz hardware platform.

Fig. 12. The illustration figures and simulated beam patterns of different cases.

direction horizontally and vertically, to capture the power of1023

the resulting beam pattern. The implemented measurement1024

platform is shown in Fig. 14.1025

We let the desired beam be pointed simultaneously to two 1026

angles. One is −20 degrees and the other is 20 degrees. The 1027

measurement platform rotates the direction every two degrees 1028
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Fig. 13. The demodulated constellations and corresponding measured EVMs
for different cases and different users.

Fig. 14. The implemented platform to measure the beam pattern.

horizontally and vertically to capture the power of the transmit1029

beamforming, and the corresponding theoretical and measured1030

results are shown in Fig. 15.1031

From this figure, we observe that the measured beam pattern1032

indeed forms beams simultaneously towards two directions,1033

and the trend is close to the theoretical beam pattern. From1034

this hardware experiment, we prove in a more explicit way that1035

the proposed sharing beam is practically feasible in wireless1036

channels.1037

Fig. 15. The theoretical and measured beam patterns of the proposed beam
sharing scheme.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 1038

We have proposed a novel physical beamforming multiuser 1039

system, where a sharing beam is designed to benefit all users 1040

simultaneously, and every user can attain full multiplexing 1041

gain. Precoding solutions for this proposed system have also 1042

been developed for MU-MISO and MU-MIMO channels. 1043

Computer simulations have shown that the proposed system 1044

outperforms the conventional schemes and has advantages 1045

in terms of fairness and complexity compared with NOMA 1046

systems. We have also implemented the 28 GHz hardware 1047

platforms with an 8 × 8 UPA to prove the feasibility and 1048

advantages of the beam sharing concept in practical wireless 1049

channels. The nice properties verified by both the computer 1050

simulations and the OTA testings have made the proposed 1051

system deserve further investigations for the next generation 1052

communications. For the future works, the concept of the 1053

proposed beam sharing may be combined with other schemes 1054

to inspire potential new techniques, e.g., using the proposed 1055

beam sharing concept in the NOMA schemes. Moreover, 1056

scheduling based on the new proposed beam sharing scheme 1057

can also be investigated. 1058

APPENDIX A 1059

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 1060

Proof: Since the absolute value | gu | guarantees to be a 1061

positive value, only the first quadrant needs to be considered. 1062
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Two desired variables | g1 | and | g2 | can be found1063

by single parameter θ by setting | g1 |= √
PT cos(θ) and1064

| g2 |= √
PT sin(θ). The optimization problem in (13) can be1065

represented as1066

arg max
θ

| r12 | cos2(θ)+ | r22 | cos(θ) sin(θ)1067

s.t. cos2(θ) + sin2(θ) = 1, for θ ∈ [0,
π

2
] (36)1068

Since we have already limited the range of θ to the first1069

quadrant, it is fast to use the grid search here based on (36) to1070

find the optimal θ, and the optimal values of | g1 | and | g2 |1071

can therefore be found.1072

APPENDIX B1073

PROOF OF LEMMA 21074

Proof: We define Pu = GH
u ΣuGu and denote the1075

off-diagonal terms with notation ∗, i.e.,1076

Pu =GH
u ΣuGu1077

=

⎡
⎢⎣
∑K

k=1 λu,k | gu,k1 |2 · · · ∗
...

. . .
...

∗ · · · ∑K
k=1 λu,k | gu,kNS |2

⎤
⎥⎦1078

(37)1079

where λu,k is the non-negative scalar in Σu and represents1080

the square of the kth singular value, and gu,ki is the variable1081

in the kth row and ith column of Gu. According to the1082

Hadamard’s Inequality, the upper bound of det(Pu) is given1083

as det(Pu) ≤∏NS
i=1 pu,ii, where pu,ii is the ith diagonal term1084

in Pu. To maximize the upper bound while remain the rank1085

NS, referring to (37), the power should be allocated to the1086

variables that multiply with λu,1 to λu,NS .1087

Therefore, any variable gu,ki, where k > NS, is set to1088

zero and then ignored. This leads to G̃u ∈ CNS×NS , and the1089

effective Σu also becomes Σ̃u ∈ CNS×NS . Pu can then be1090

represented by Pu = G̃H
u Σ̃uG̃u, and the ith diagonal element1091

can be expressed as
∑NS

k=1 λu,k | gu,ki |2.1092
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